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obvious reasons, only they
would have been able to
decide what SRD's (Small
Range Devices) might be a
threat and what to do about it."

Drunk ude Woman
in Petrol Buying
Shocker

Police were called to a
German gas station after a
naked 38 year-old woman
drove up and asked to be filled
up.
The station manager, Jan
Matthausen said, "I was surprised when I saw a car drive
onto the forecourt beeping its
horn and flashing its lights to
get my attention.”
"I went out and saw this
woman, completely naked, sitting behind the wheel.
"She wound down the window, leaned out and asked me
to fill up her tank. I called the
police straight away."
Police later breathalysed
the woman and found her to
be seven times over the drinkdrive limit.

YouTube Used to
Catch Thieves

Two teenage thieves who
robbed
a
store
in
Grieskirchen, Austria, were
later caught in Linz after being
recognised
when
CCTV
footage from the store was put
on the internet website,
YouTube.
The two teenager asylum
seekers from Georgia and
Armenia were recorded stealing a $2000 laptop. The video
shows how one of the pair
kept watch and covered what
his pal was doing as the second teenager slipped the computer under his jacket.
The store owner, Thomas
Karer, had only recently
installed the surveillance gear
after a spate of thefts at his
store.

Imaginary Drug
Squad Chase Man
Up Tree

Police in St. Cloud,
Minnesota were called by a 30
year-old man up a tree with
his mobile phone after the
drug squad allegedly chased
him there.
Police arrived at the scene
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Sosua - Playero Supermarket,
Supermercado Sosua, Coastal Gas
Station, Mega Call Center Beachway Plaza - opp Checkpoint
Bar, Playero 2, Sosua Bay Hotel,
Sosua by the Sea Hotel, Waterfront
Restaurant
Hotel Cayena, Britannia Bar
Banker Trust, Jolly Rogers, PJ's
Eddys Sports Bar, New York Shark
Bar, Hamburger Paradise, La Roca
Las Canas, Quixotes, Rose &
Thistle, Rockys, Wilsons, various gift
shops.
Cabarete - Supermercado
Cabarete, Wallys Agent de Cambio,
1 Hour Foto Shop, Janets
Supermarket, Wyndham Tangerine,
Hotel Kaoba, Carib Wind Center,
Bank Exchange, Villa Taina Shop,
Iguana Mama, Various gift shops
and other exchange places

Puerto Plata - MSM Multicentro
Supermarket, Tropical
Supermercado, Jose Luis
Supermercado, Café Cito, Sams
Bar & Grill, Irish Bar, Xmail, Ambar
Galleria, Polo Fine Caribbean
Jewelry, Various Gift Shops,
Aparthotel Lomar, Puerto Plata
Beach Resort & Casino, Barcos,

Jepol, Many other bars, restaurants,
gift shops and hotels.

Playa Dorada - Minimarket in Main
Shopping Mall, Wyndam Playa
Dorada, Hotetur Hotel, Tropical
Playa Dorada, Ocidental Grand
Flamenco, Ocidental Allegro,
Victoria Hotel, Fun Royale Tropical
Hotel, No Name Bar.

Costa Dorada - Iberostar Costa
Dorada, Coral Beach Hotel

Costambar - Jennys Supermarket,
Reys Supermarket, Biekes Bar,
Loase
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and quickly realised that he
was under the influence of
drugs and in fact hallucinating.
They tried to talk him
down, but he lost his grip and
fell out of the tree.
He was taken to hospital
but found to be uninjured,
whereupon he was taken to
jail.

Pet Computers

A Los Angeles inventor
has come up with a
Compubeaver.
Kasey
McMahon, 34, spent 3 months

Cofresi - Cofresi Cove Mini-market,
Chris & Maddy's
Luperon - Captain Bobs
If you would like to be added to this
list, please contact us.
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building a computer into a real
(dead) beaver. She said, "I
started thinking about the
most ridiculous thing to put a
computer into and decided it
had to be a beaver.”
"It looks at how nature
relates to technology."
The beaver was apparently purchased already dead
and stuffed. Once she
removed the foam insides with
an electric kitchen knife, she
was able cut space for the
computer tower, and reinforce
it with fibreglass.
Two more US inventors,

biologist Christy Canida and
environmental studies graduate Noah Weinsrein came up
with a real computer ‘mouse’.
After purchasing a dead
rodent from a local pet shop,
they made a computer mouse
housed in a real mouse.

Beauty And The
Beast Wedding Dress

Disney have announced a
new range of 34 themed wedcontinued on next page
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